
 
 
Roundshot Livecam D2 –  The 66 Million Pixel Webcam With New Content Software  

 

Lustdorf/Switzerland, 19 May 2015 / PRNewswire 

 

 With a resolution of up to 66 million pixels and a new multimedia Content Software the Roundshot Livecam of Swiss camera 

producer Seitz Phototechnik AG is positioned in the top league of webcams. 

 

The weatherproof Livecam is a powerful e-marketing tool for tourist destinations to boost website traffic and visits.  Seamless 

documentation of construction progress in time lapse, high resolution weather information for airports or meteorology or 

destination marketing for tourism associations and cities are additional examples of applications with high potential.   

 

The Roundshot Content Software has gone through a complete redesign, giving maximum space for the image in full screen, 

placing the visitor right in the middle of the landscape. With its possibility to deeply zoom into the image, the website lets the 

user discover many fascinating details. A large number of captivating functions provide a high level of interactivity.  

 

Every 5 to 10 minutes the Livecam camera system produces a seamless panorama of up to 360 degrees. This is how a 

continuous and up-to-date documentation of the environment is possible, generating a data base of 100 GB per year or more.  

 

New, playful Livecam apps for IOS or android smart phones or tablets display the high resolution images on mobile devices. A 

screensaver program loads the most up-to-date or a series of “best shot” panoramas on the computer screen. The high 

definition panoramas can also be broadcast as rotating images on television or through a network of screens, for example in a 

weather channel or for destination marketing. All content software tools are fully customizable in the Roundshot backend 

(CMS) website. 

 

More information: 

http://www.roundshot.com/xml_1/internet/en/application/d170/f172.cfm 

http://www.roundshot.com/xml_1/internet/en/application/d77/d89/f90.cfm  

http://www.roundshot.com/xml_1/internet/en/application/d77/d89/f199.cfm  

http://www.roundshot.com/xml_1/internet/en/application/d137/d238/f239.cfm  

 

Press contact: Mr. Urs Krebs (u.krebs@roundshot.com) – ph: +41/52’369’68’01 
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